Title: Implementation of open-source tomographic reconstruction algorithm for preclinical PET data and comparison to vendor software

Description:
At Cluster for Molecular Imaging, we perform thousands of positron emission tomography (PET) scans every year, using a variety of radioisotopes and animal models. One example is the examination of myocardial perfusion using $^{82}$Rb in rats [1, 2], an investigation also performed in hundreds of patients at RH every year. While it is already established as an excellent diagnostic and prognostic marker, our understanding of the underlying physiology, how medicaments affect it, etc. is still very limited [3].

This makes it interesting to evaluate the technique further in animal studies. However, the high energy of the positron emitted by $^{82}$Rb makes imaging small animals a challenge, which is also an issue with many new $^{68}$Ga-based tracers for cancer imaging. Correcting this is far from trivial and an ongoing research effort, and becomes increasingly relevant as new imaging methods emerge [4, 5].

We currently use the vendor supplied software for reconstruction of the PET images and some analysis, but these software are limited and no longer developed. Fortunately, other research groups have developed open-source tomographic reconstruction frameworks, which could potentially be a better, more flexible and advanced solution for us [6-8].

Your task would be to implement one or more of frameworks in practice; reading raw PET data from our scanners, reconstructing using different algorithms, implementing attenuation correction from CT images, etc. Depending on progress and your interests, it would also be relevant to build a graphical user interface, compare the performance to the vendor software and implement advanced corrections, such a positron range correction. Furthermore, implementing machine-learning algorithms and GPU acceleration could be interesting [9, 10].

You should have an interest for medical imaging, feel comfortable with binary file formats and terminals and exhibit a good work discipline. You would then be part of a young, thriving, multidisciplinary department that consists of doctors, human biologists, computer scientist, chemists, engineers, etc. We work hard and have lots of fun, both at work and outside.
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